Dr. J. L. SHARMA
oration
INTRODUCTION

Dear Colleagues,

As you know, Ophthaquest is an Academic Body for Sharing Knowledge, Ideas and Technology

With great honor and pleasure we Introduce Dr. J.L Sharma Oration Lecture. We plan to do it regularly in all our Annual meetings.

First,

let me share few highlights on our Patron Late Dr. J.L Sharma, who is also Father of our Chairman – Dr. Ajay Sharma.
Dr. J L Sharma was Born in year 1933 at Rajgarh, Rajasthan in a family of freedom fighters.

His Father was a station master with railways at Lahore but he quit his job early to join freedom movement with Mahatma Ghandhi.

His Childhood was spent negotiating tough times in a rural and backward Village of Malpura near Dharuhera in Rewari.

After completing his basic education from Rewari, He moved to Amritsar for Medical Graduation and returned with degree of MBBS.

Following this HE Served Rajasthan and Haryana for 3 years before joining His masters in ophthalmology from Amritsar.

Joined PGIMS Rohtak in year 1968 and served the department of ophthalmology in Medical College till 1993 when he retired. He was very fond of teaching Graduates and post graduates and always had inclination towards helping colleagues and needy patients from rural background.

After his retirement, He started a small practice in 1994 in Gurgaon and continued to guide his son Dr. Ajay Sharma to start and run a 100 bedded Hospital in Gurgaon.
He was one who inspired all of us to start and carry on the ambitious project of Eye Q in 2007.

From 1975 to 1980 he was on deputation to Nigeria and served the underprivileged in Kaduna State.

An educationalist and a very renowned Surgeon who taught eye surgeries to hundreds of PG students.

He has been an Examiner for MBBS, MS, DNB at all major govt medical colleges.

He had also held following credentials during his illustrious carrier in Ophthalmology spanning more than 4 decades. Member Haryana Grievance Committee, Founder member of HOS and NZOS.